
 Dim all the stars 

Do not yet dim all the stars – although tonight it would 
feel right - 
Instead trim the wicks of the bright eve’n lamplight; 
Burn at night and keep alight the candles over forbidden 
books 
To let us see ancient ways that we’ve let become hidden. 
Death is but ancient news, and 
We may need guidance lest we be overwhelmed by it. 

For if I go too soon 
Behind some thin-lipped moon 
That wanes too soon, 
Beyond the dark of some blackened cloud, 
We may yet need the starlight 
When next we meet! 

There's a whisper in the air 
Telling me I'm not the same, 
Calling unfamiliar names 
I just can’t bear. 

If I listen to its sighs 
And it's cries and sad goodbyes, 
I hear the sound of lost souls everywhere. 
Reminding me of how I've changed. 

Before I changed 
I could run along the beach, 



Skip pebbles on the waves, 
Love each day beyond my reach ... 
Before I changed. 

I thought the best was still to come, 
Each day was bright with hope,  
Each hour a clarion call of fife and drum 
And joy was mirth overcome, 
Before I changed. 

And now, 
If gone I go - as go  I must - 
Do not cluck your tongue 
And say "so early ... Unjust" 
But think on me and smile; 
Just think of me as changed - 
Slightly rearranged, 
Somewhere, some time, some universe - 
Dispersed and floating. Elemental. 
Not tearful and sentimental. 
Or as particles of dust. 
Seek then no Angelic host, 
Nor ghost of bygones eras; 
Just find here a mote of dust,  
Adrift, aloft, afloat,  
And there a note of music. 
And there a patchwork quilt of motes, 
Tremulous, quivering, 
Alight and a-shimmering 
A-shiver in some diverse universe  .. remote, behind 
the stars. 



But then when we meet - 
As old friends we shall, 
In moon-glade or by star-storm,- 
We shall enjoy, just for a moment , 
A smile inexplicable. 
I shall brush past you 
As dust or light or star-shimmer, 
Unnoticed, scarcely believable 
And you shall shiver 
And smile unto yourself, 
For that is what we have always shared -  
The smile unaccountable. 

No, do not dim all the stars – not just yet …. 
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